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Rings Be Ready For Dance Ceremony December 15
STATE HEAD SPEAKS HERE TOMORROW NIGHT

Wade, McFadden Elected To
Head Young Democrats Club
Members' Cards
Expected To Be
Here This Week
^ William B. Wade, Senior
General Science student from
Clinton, was last week elected president of the local chapter of Young Democrats over
Arthur Williams of Charleston. Bonnie Banks McFadden, of Great Falls, Clemson's
all American football and
basketball player, was elected vice president without opposition.
Senator Jimmie Lever, of Columbia, who organized the local
club, was elected secretary. Lever
defeated lujy Pearce of Columbia,
and George Von Weller of Albany,
Georgia. Bill Awtery of Columbia
was named treasurer. About 150
men were present for the organization meeting.
Lever announced that membership cards for the state organization can now be secured from the
local treasurer. Dues for both the
state and local club are included
in the $1.00 membership fee.
STATE OFFICERS HERE
Jimmy Lever was notified by
telegram today that the state
president, Jack Page, state
treasurer, W. J. McGarity, Jr.,
and R. Clif Harper, state organtier would be on the campus
Friday night to address the
group and complete final organizational details.
A meeting has been called at
8:30 in the chapel and anyone
interested is urged to come.
STATESMEN CONTACTED
Invitations are being issued to
several outstanding statesmen oi
this section to appear here during
the year.
and Governor Burnet
R. Maybank and Hon. Winchester
Smith, chairman of the house
Ways and Means committee, have
assured the local officers that they
will be available for programs during the scholl year.
An executive committee competed of the officers and J. C. Williams, Earl Mazo, Roy Pearre. Dirk
Caughman,
George Von Weller,
Julian Dusenbury, DeWitt Ross,
and Alex Graham has been named.
Plans are going forward to send
a delegation to the state convention to be held in Columbia during the second week in January.
A membership drive is slated to
get underway soon with a membership of 300 as the goal.
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Fort Hill Cards
Placed On Sale
Mrs. Russell J. Walthour announced today that the local
chapter of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy will sell Christmas cards which feature an etching of the Calhoun mansion drawn
by Professor Tom Fitzpartick of
the Architectural department. They
will also sell double decks of playing cards which have a picture of
the mansion on the back.
The money for the .ales will go
for the upkeep of the mansion.
The price for the cards is two for
fifteen cents or seventy-five cents
a dozen.

Simmons, Lever
Will Edit Four
Tiger Issues
This issue of the Tiger
and the three following
issues will be run entirely by Mitchell Simmons
and Jimmie Lever, leading junior candidates for
editorship.
As has been the custom, the Tiger changes
hands at the end of this
semester. This issue and
the next three are "experimental and experience" issues for Lever
and Simmons.
The present executive
staff, while conducting
the- editorial page, will
serve these four weeks
in an advisory capacity.
Mitchell Simmons is
acting editor this week.

WADE
McFADDEN
GOOD DEMOCRATS—The Clemson chapter went to church and to
the gridiron last week to elect Bill Wade, president of the YMCA,
and Banks McFadden, all-American football star, to head their
new organization.

Debaters Try
Skill At Meet
This Week-End

Aull Advisor To
Santee-Cooper
Planning Board

Clemson's direct clash and formal
debating teams will leave tonight
for Winthrop college where they
will take part in a practice Dixie
debating tournament. The team
will return to the campus Saturday night.
L. J. Levine and R. B. Segars
make up the formal debate team
while J. T. Crocker, J. O. Nesbitt
and J. s. Courson will debate on the
direct clash team. C. L. Epting,
member of the economics department, will make the trip as team
coach. J. P. Lucas, Professor of
English, will not be able to attend
the meet with the team because
of fllness. Professor Lucas is also
a team coach.
Each of the two teams will debate
five times during the practice tourment, but no decisions will be made.
Each debator will be graded in order
to prepare for the spring tournament.
Schools from all sections
of
southeastern United States will be
represented at the meet.
The guery is "Resolved: That the
United'States should follow a policy
of strict (economic and military)
isolation toward all nations outside
the Western Hemisphere engaged
in armed international or civil conflict."

Dr. G. H. Aull, professor of
agricultural economics, will attend
a meeting of the Santee-Altamaha
Drainage Basin
Committee
in
Charleston on December 15.
Dr. Aull will consider, with the
conimittee, the subject of "Problems of the Santee-Cooper Project.'' He will also discuss "Agricultural
Readjustments in
the
Project Area". The purpose of this
committee is to aid the SanteeCooper authorities in overcoming
difficulties, which will be met.
This committee is a member of the
National Resources Planning Board
in Washington, D. C. Dr. Aull will
act as a technical consultant for
the board.

Edmonds Visits
Potato Project

Dr. J. B. Edmonds of the Horticulture Department, A. E. Schilletter, extension specialist in sweet
potatoes,
and L. Reilly, a photographer, recently returned from a
trip to the
sweet potato curing
houses and packing shelves in the
vicinity of Bishopville.
Mr. Reilly made moving pictures
of the Corbett Packing Company
storage house and interiors of the
storage houses of several growers.
These pictures will
be used for
class room instruction and to illustrate government bulletins.
The
extension department plans to produce a reel showing the production of sweet potatoes
from the
grading and
Mrs. Margaret Davies, director of seed stock through
the professional division of the W. marketing.
P. A., and
Miss Flora
Surles,
supervisor of research, ipent last
Friday afternoon here in conference with members of the staff oi
the department of agricultural
economics and rural sociology. Mrs.
Davies and Miss Surles were here
diseasing a proposed program oi
co-operation between the department and the W. P. A.
The department of agricultural
Two sophomore cheer
leaders
economics and rural sociology is were elected by the student body
operating a number of projects in in the college chapel before the
co-operation with Mrs. Davies divi- Furmari game.
sion, including a survey of rural
All but six men of the original
housing, a graphic
appraisal oi sixteen had been eliminated and
South Carolina, numerous tax stu- these six men exhibited their skill
dies and a statistics analysis oi before the student body. The two
federal and state
departmental were electeo by popular vote. Jack
records.
Richards and F. L. Snyderman were
chosen to fill the two positions.
The other men who were voted
on at the final elimination were:
J. S. Gasque, J. M. Klink O. G.
Dorn. and W. P. Rumph.
Fritz Dent, a rising senior cheer
leader said, "An effort i; being
made to increase the number of
cheer leaders from
four to six
Four were enough when whe had a
student body of 1,700, but with
Penn Edgar, inspector for the the increased enrollment, six will
Civil Aeronautical Authority, was be necessary for a good cheering
other two
cheer
here last week to observe the pro- section. The
gress of the Clemson ground train- leaders will probably be elected
ing courses of the CAA. Mr. Edgar next fall."
Besides Dent, the varsity cheer
came here with Lieutenant Howard
S. Behr, head of the Anderson air- leaders are Billy Manning Howard
Berbst, and Lenord Almeida.
port.
The students who competed in
Here on a routine checkup.
were R. E.
Colonel Pool said that Mr. Edgar earlier eliminations
found everything In order. He did, Perry. J. H. L'ghtsey, T. C. Breahowever point out some suggestion; zeale, R. J. Weinheimer, G. E.
about the ground course to Profes- Thompson. A. W. Sommerville. V.
sor Ben Jordan, of the ground N. otile,
A. L. Meyers,
J. G.
training staff.
1 Young and Don Kennedy.

WPA Women Here
To See Experts

Two Sophomore
Cheer Leaders
To Fill Posts

CAA Inspector
Checks Clemson
Flight Courses
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400 Freshmen
Turn Out For
Rifle Company
More than 400 freshmen turned
out this week for elimination; tor
membership to the local chapter of
Pershing Rifles, national military
organization for freshmen and sophomore ROTC students. Eliminations are in complete charge or
the Local chapter of Scabbard and
Blade.
. Alex Graham, Captain of Scabbard and Blade
said
that the
eliminations would probably
extend over more than a week. "It
ii about the largest bunch of men
that has turned out for competitive drill since I have been
at
Clemson," Graham said, "and
it
will take quite a while to fairly
eliminate the men."
DeWitt Ross,
Clemson Brigade
master sergeant and commander
of the fourth regiment of Pershing
Rifles said that the men who make
the organization this year will be
taught the old infantry
squads
movements, as well as the new
streamlined movements. "Plans are
for the Senior Platoon to continue
to use the old movements." Ross
said, "and we are going to teach
the men the basic principles
co
that training the platoon will be
much easier."
The local chapter of Pershing
Rifles was organized last year by
Scabbard and Blade. Juniors who
were sophomore
members last
year have been retired to the inactive rank.

Wesley Council
Adds New Members
President John Bettis of the
Wesley Foundation
Council, this
week announced that 14 men had
been added to the council which is
the student organization
of the
Methodist church.
The new men are Andrew Gramling, Jr., J. C. Hubbard, Jr., Butler
Kelly, Louis
Hardin, Raymond
Sellers, John Culler, Ernest Cottingham,
Z. T. Ford, F. T. West,
Harold Strawhorn,
Theodore W.
Gage, John T. Powers, George S.
Thompson, C. G. Planck.

Corps Turns In
Rifles For Army
Inspection Here
A
detachment of the United
States Ordinance department from
Atlanta is here this week to inspect and repair the rifles of the
Brigade. This detachment covers
the entire fourth corp; area, inspecting all military equipment including rifles, machine guns, automatic rifles, trench mortors, and 37
M. M. cannon.
"It is important that all rifles be
turned in on time," Sergeant Wilkinson said," as the ordinance men
will only be here a limited time,
and. must leave when that time is
up."
The group of three men, aided
by Sergeant Wilkinson, are able
to inspect 150 rifles a day. ,
The first regiment turned their
rifles in on December 5, and will
draw them again on the 11.
The second regiment will turn
theirs in on the 11 and will draw
them again after Christmas.

Class Meeting
Motion Killed
On Short Notice

TIGER RHYTHM—Rhythm in the very best
Tiger manner is reported to be on tap for dance
goers next week-end when the Jungaleers, shown

in full force, make their first appearance of the
year at the field house for the Junfcr Ring dance.

Jungaleers Have Well-Preped
Outfit For Ring Dance Series
Hawkins Heads
Rhythm Makers
By JIMMIE LEVER
The Jungaleers, Clemson's own
dance band, is generally considered
one of the finest college orchestras
in the South. Led this year by
Tebee Hawkins, arcliitectural senior
from Greenvili&, the band has been
playing a full itinerary since early
fall. Hawkins, a saxophonist of no
mean ability, has been a member
of the group since his freshman
year. He is a veteran of several
European tour; and last summer
was a prominent member of the
ROTC camp orchestra at Ft. McClellan. Rumors have it that he's
quite a Casanova when he plays
these girl's school engagement..
Maurice (Bi« Job) Turner is 215
pounds of the best bull fiddler ever
to hit thece parts. He also played
at McClellan and thrilled the natives on his tour of Europe. Manager for the organization, he's responsible for all contracts and engagements: and he has his hands
full with "his boys."
Roberts Austell is a greenie with
the outfit this season, but not with
that alto sax. A juinor, he is considered a real find by the orchestra, and will establish his own
reputation with dance-goer .
Lewis Cox—sophomore from Belton and a brother of Clemson's
great running guard, Walter, he is

Chapin Presents
Carnegie Program
At Weekly Meeting
The Carnegie Music Society held
its weekly meeting Monday night.
The program consisted of the preludes to Verdi's "La Traviata" and
Wagners' "Lohengren," "The Sorcerere's Apprentice," by Paul Dukas, and the "Rondino Vivache"
from Beethoven's fourth piano concerto. Request numbers were also
played. The program was arranged
and presented by Judson Chapin. 8

CADET COLONEL REVIEWS TROOPS

Graham Aide To
Governor Maybank
By GEORGE GOBLET
Cadet Colonels Alex D. Graham,
Clemson, and J. E. Borrows, Citadel, acted as honorary aides to
Governor Burnet Maybank during
his vfcit to Camp Jackson in Columbia on Tuesday
December 5.
Others
accompanying Governor
Maybank were: Colonel Ralph C.
Holliday, commandant of cadets at
the Citadel, James C. Dozier, adjutant general for the state, and
General c. A. Trott.
The governor and his party arrived at the camp at nine o'clock.
Upon his arrival, a nineteen gun
salute was fire in his honor, and as
the salute
wa; being fired the
camp's fifty-six piece band played
"Carolina." upon
completion of
this number the band started playing marches and the troops paraded before the
governor and his
staff.
Then the group, accompanied by
Major C. H. Hayden, commander
of the battalion, and his adjutant,
Lieutenant Paul T. Clifford, pro-

Last Shipment
To Arrive Day
Of Hop By Air

ceeded to the headquarters building, where they were served coffee
and doughnuts. Governor Maybank
and hL: staff concluded their visit
with a brief
inspection of the
camp.
After the governor's departure,
Alex Graham and John Borrows
remained at the camp, which has,
at present, a population of 7,000
trainees. Here they were treated as
official guests, and were conducted
on a tour of the camp, which included; inspection of the .upply
rooms, tents, and mess halls.
Next Lieutenant Darby demonstrated the use of the 155 MM
Howitzer, which belongs to the
80th field artillary. Then a picked
squad fired the new 37 MM gun,
which, Graham says, is a vact improvement over the older model.
They then inspected the motorized
unit of the 6th Division, and the
new Girond semi automatic rifle,
which is now being used.
Upon completion of this tour the
two cadets left, to return to their
respective schools.

Jungaleers Have
New Torch Singer

Best Band In
Clemson History

Rat Culler—band's only freshman
—tiny but terrific . . „he plays
'most anything but here he sticks
to the 2nd trumpet and is a' fine
ride man.
Bob Dukes—everji one who's ever
heard him tear up the "gutbucket"
knows what he can do . . . he's the
j ace hide beater and he'll rock the
; field house with his pounding DeI rember 15 and 16.
Bill Leonhirth—his terond year
iwith the 3rd trumpet and he carries his parts well ... a mainline
faucet when it comes to noise . . .
an asset to any band.
Gordon Walker—band's glamour
absolutely one of the best first line boy . . . one of the campus's most
sax plavers ever to play with this eligible bachelors . . . ;o guys watch
outfit. He also went to Europe last your dates . . . Tiger staff proof;ummer with the musical Tiger reader . . . Clemson grad in class
nomads.
of '37 . . . now teaching in Textile
Bolt Day—another sophomore— jdept. . . . played with Jungaleers as
and the second first trumpet man. | student here . . . wrote their theme
Excellent with the trumpet and a ... good pianist . . . writes swell
member of the group which toured arrangements . . . is second Count
Europe last summer.
iBasie to the Limestone Gals . . .
Leroy Simmons—a
first
year he glories in screwy cords on the
man, good soloist with trombone, piano . . . he'll do.
works well with orchestra.
..Bob Henderson—property manaErvin Cannon—2nd tenor sax— ger ... set up props and signs aunow in hi; second year with the tographs.
Jungaleers . . . veteran of EuroSo, all in all, it';- a colorful and
pean escapades . . . and if you don't well rounded musical organization
believe he's tops, listen to his ren- that will greet some thousand or
dition
of Glen Miller's
"Little more dance visitors next Friday
night.
11
Brown Jug".
Tebee Hawkins, leader of
the Jungaleers, this week announced that lovely, vivacious
Lyb Lynn, student at Limestone College, would perform
wifh the Jungaleers as vocalist
at the Junior Ring dance, December 15.
Clemson friends of Miss Lynn
welcome the announcement that
she will appear with the local orchestra. She is remembered by those cadets who attended the Limestone
Follies
recently.

liams Heads
For Social Meet
With L.S.U. Prof.

Episcopal Men
Plan Supper Meet
For December 13

By JIMMIE LEVER
Dr. Pickens S. MCollum,
agent for the Junior class,
announced late Wednesday
afternoon that rings will 'all
arrive here in time for the
Junior Ring Dance, December 15. "All of the rings, complete with settings will be
rushed here in time for the
colorful third annual ring
ceremony," Dr. McCollum
told DeWitt Ross of the ring
committee.
This announcement came as a
surprise to the 300 juniors who had
met in chapel a few hours previously and voted by a small majority
to
proceed with the dance as
originally scheduled, rather than
postpone it until after the Christmas holidays. The plan as adopted
at the noon meeting Wednesday
was to have the rings shipped here
complete with the exception of the
encrusted stones and used tor the
eermony; then, immediately after
the dance the;e were to have been
collected and
returned to the
jeweler for the addition of ,the
stone setting.
STONES CAUSE DELAY
This delay was caused by the
death of the stone encruster and
the company's inability to secure
anothter, since there are only
a
very few men in this country who
are adept at the art of stone cutting.
In the notification Wednesday It
was stated that the first shipment
of 75 rings was to be expressed
yesterday, and that the remainder
will be shipped in 75-ring allotments as soon as they are completed.
Plans are now going forward as
previously to make this the largest
Ring Dance in Clemson history.
Decorating crews are working each
night under the direction of Rhame
Guyton and Johnny Sullivan to
construct
the ring
and other
adornments
for the small field
house. 200 white carnation corsages
have been contracted for and will
be presented to the junior dates at
the Friday night dance. Plans for
the ceremony have not yet been
completed but the rehearsal date
is tentatively set at next Thursdav night.
FUN F.OR ALL
"To make it
legal
for those
freshman, sophomores, and seniors
with dates, we're putting mistletoe
in the ring and after the ceremony anyone who desires to take a
gander through ic- at liberty to do
so," says CDA man Marshall who,
together with Ed Hallman of several fames, contrived the idea. "I
think it will work,
don't you?"
Marshall said.
A last minute flash on the Jungaleers states that Willis Horton
has been signed to play with the
local band for the occasion.

Wednesday, December 13th, at
6:00 o'clock there will be a Supper Meeting for
Episcopal Students. The Vestry of Holy Trinity
Dr. B. O. William;, professor of I will attend this supper with the
important matrural sociology and statistics, will ' students. Several
attend the annual regional meeting iters are to be discussed. Episcopal
imen are urged to report to their
of the Southern Policy Committee j EpLcopal Company leader, signiat the Mid Pines Club, Southern fying their desire to come, in orPines,
N. C. on December 8, 10. I der that preparations may be made
The object of the conference will for the supper. Please report not
Seven men were elected to mem; later than Sunday night.—D. E. V.
bership in the International Relabe to discuss 'The Souths Place
tions Club at the regular meeting
in the Nation."
of this group Tuesday night.
Among the notables present will
"Eligibility
for membership la
be: James C. Derieux, editor ot
based on a 4.5 grade point ratio
the Columbia State, only other
and a definite interest in internareprcentive from South Carolina,
tional and national affairs which
and outstanding leaders in social
have their outlet in international
enconomic and public life, includsituations," President Frank Mills
ing newspaper and business men.
said.
Dr. L. Lynn Smith, head of the
The men selected are J. Q. Levsociology department of Louisiana
Dr. Vernon P. Bodein. Baptit er, Frank Thames, J. H. Barton,
State University, will arrive here
Jack Courson, Harry Cook, M. I.
Thursday. He will spend the night pastor of Blackburg, Virginia, and Jenkins.
with Dr. Williams and they will Paul Deering of the Y. M. C. A.
This club, which is sponsored by
leave Friday morning to attend the at V. P. I. was on the campus the Carnegie Peace
Foundation,
Saturday
through
Monday
and
meeting.
spoke Sunday at the Vesper pro- meets weekly to discuss topics ot
grams at the "Y". While here they an international nature.
met with various studen t and
campus groups.
Dr. Bodein is recognized as one
of the most effective itudent pastors in the history of V. P. I. and
has assisted greatly in the Y. M.
The senior member.;- of the Y C. A. work on the V. P. I. campus.
''Is there no one in the class who
M. C. A. cabinet were presented j Mr. Deering proved as interesting is awake?"
keys'Sunday immediately following ; a man as Clemson has had the
—Pollard
the regular Vesper program.
"If I have not looks, I at least
opportunity to welcome for many
President Bill Wade was present- j year. Although blind, he recognizes have a good sense of humor."
ed his key by Dr. Sikes. Major S. old acquaintances at their approach
—Ware
"Suppose you are lazy, which you
M. Martin, chairman of the advis- and is keenly concious of every
are ..."
ory board gave keys to the follow- ; thing taking place.
ing students in recognition of their
—Goodale
On Monday they teamed together
"It's a bit late to learn how to
outstanding work on the Y cabi- again to speak to Evening Watch
net: George McMillian, Crawford groups in
barracks.
Talks also operate a machine gun when lead
Lawton,
G. W. McClure, J.
F. were made by the two distinguish- begins to bounce off your helmet."
—D umas
Grayt, and W. M. McGinty. Major ed guests
in Profes-or F. M.
Martin and .everal members ot Kinard's nine o'clock sophomore
We
often
had
"G.
I."
.-andwlches
the advisory
board
gave short English section, in Dr. James E.
talks. Paul Decring, visiting
* Ward's 10:00 Economics section for supper in France.—Walthour.
secretary from V. P. I. was an and in Major S. M. Martin's 11:00 "The Lord looks out for idots and
honorary visitor at the meeting.
Calculas .ection.
republicans."—Harcombe. '

IRC Adds Seven
To Membership

Virgina Men
Speak At Y And
Forum Meetings

Sikes, Martin
Present Y Keys
To Senior Men

BY THEIR
—Words—
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Textile School Publication
Can Be Only "Top-Notch"
Last year a few energetic ag students
gathered around Buck Beach and T. B.
Young, decided that their school needed a
voice, they founded the Agrarian.
That magazine was a success. The student body, faculty- and a horde of outsiders greeted the first issues enthusiastically. This year that original Agrarian
was acclaimed best all around college magazine in South Carolina.
Last week a live-wire group of textile
men took like action. Alex Graham and
his Phi Psi brethren have announced the
birth of a textile publication; they are
already at work.
The Tiger looks forward with interest
to this textile school "voice". It feels certain that a publication edited and operated by Graham and his fellows can be
only "top-notch"; it hopes that textile
students not in Phi Psi will be given an
opportunity to try their hand at jobs on
this publication.

Tooth Pulling In Germany
Dr. Rhyne reports that having a tooth
pulled in Germany requires a major operation—'cause folks in that land aren't
allowed to open their mouths.
And that's another reason why we want
Germany's Germany to stay in Germany.

Ring Committees Will
Always Have Troubles
Final word that 1940 class rings will be
ready on time has come from the ringmaking company and Clemson's juniors
(those who can afford rings) are happy.
But they were in a sweat early this week.

The Man Who Can Stick
Will Always Succeed
Clemson freshmen, over 700 of them,
have passed three months of their
college life. The following editorial,
carried in the Tiger some time ago, we
reprint for its timelinesss
There is little doubt that the most
plentiful talk on the campus these days
is advice to freshmen. From the highest college official to the sloppiest sophomore, everyone has his peculiar way
of solving every problem of the freshmen.
Freshmen will be told—or have been
told already—how to get around anything. Even how to make an "A" on
that tough Math, or getting away for
the week-end.
And the fact is, most of the advice
to freshmen is good.
The freshman who is to get ahead,
however, must do more than listen to
advice. The real test of a new student's
intelligence is the ease with which he
fits himself into his new itinerary.
It is not easy to answer new boy
calls, clean rooms, and pass a hard
collegiate course, but a lot of students
will. Some poorly, some well, and a
few excellently.
The freshmen who can do all of
these things will like Clemson.

Something About Liquor
And Marriage And AH
When you get married and you can't
get along without a drink; the following is
suggested as a means of freedom from the
bondage to bar-rooms.
Start a saloon in your OWN HOME. Be
the only customer. You will have no licenses to pay. Give your wife $2 to buy
a gallon of whiskey; and remember there
are 69 drinks to the gallon. Buy the drinks
from no one but your wife.
And by the time your gallon is gone
she will have $8 to put into the bank and
$2 to start business again.
Should you live 10 years and continue to
buy booze from ner, and then die with
SNAKES in your boots, she will have money
enough to bury you, educate your children,
buy a house and a lot and marry a decent
man—and quit thinking about you ENTIRELY.—E. F. W.

Give Us More Like The
Sister School's Journal
The Winthrop Journal, off the press last
week, is as welcome a visitor to the Tigir
office as would be any pretty Winthrop
lass.
The magazine from cover to cover is
what the doctor ordered. There's a story
by Dorothea Burgess that makes a fellow
nervously turn to page 12 for the "Unqueer Ending." And an essay on Dingleplucking, called snatching at Clemson, is
worth space in anybody's publication.
Only Tiger criticism of Margaret McMillan's Journals "There are only 48 pages
of it."
Any Clemson man who intends to leave
this school with some semblance of a
rounded education should have Dr. Sydney
Crouch's International Relations courses
on his MUST list.

It happened like this: someone at the
ring-making company passed away, and
the juniors were told that their rings may
or may not be made up in time.
Something along the same lines happened last year. And seniors will recall that
similar incidents had junior ring committees all stirred up in 1937 and in 1936.
The Tiger makes bold to predict that
some innocent ring committee next year
will have its share of troubles.
It all adds up to this: our system of
ring-getting isn't organized. Each year the
new committee begins work from scratch,
calls for bids all over again, changes design, squabbles and scrambles—and produces a fairly decent CLASS ring.
Note that, dear readers, the Clemson
ring, as gotten today, is not a symbol of
graduation at Clemson; it is not a school
ring; it is a class emblem.

WHEN WE

TALK

WERE YOUNGER

OF THE

By GEORGE GOBLET

ONE YEAR AGO
Block "C" initiation to begin.
Eight men will be initiated into
the Block "C" club this year. They
are Bill Hall, Chippy Maness, E.
Trobaugh, A Trobaugh, Red Sharpe,
Walter Cox, Phil Chovan, and
Manager D. J. Hughes.
Construction on the new barracks will begin soon. This building, which wDl be placed betwen
the new barracks and the laundry, will be a four and a half
story structure, will accommodate
264 students, and will be built at
a cost of approximately $200,000.
Dr. G. H. Aull, of the department
agricultural economics and rural
sociology, has been, for the past
few weeks, making a survey of
tax delinquency in South Carolina.

FIVE YEARS AGO
Mr. Gustave E. Metz, assistant
registrar, will soon take over the
duties of registrar, it was announced by President Sikes recently. Mr.
Metz, class of '27, will succeed W.
H. Washington, who has been appointed dean of the school of vocational education.
General Scientists create Sigma
Tau Epsilon, honor fraternity.
Realizing their need for a fraternity
the students in General Science
met last week and decided to form
the fraternity. The standards set
are high and only the outstanding
students will be eligible.

TEN YEARS AGO
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president, will
leave the campus soon to attend
the meeting of the American Vocational Association in Louisiana. At
this meeting Dr. Sikes will make
several important speeches.
Dr. English Bagby, psychologist
at the University of North Carolina, will be on the campus for
the next few days, during which,
time he will make a series of addresses on the importance of psychology.

TWENTY YEARS AGO
"Has Beens" organize here. Members of the corps with broken
hearts, broken pocketbooks, etc.,
recently formed a "Has Been" club.
The object of this club is to aid
the members in regaining their lost
importance. Rand Rogers applied
for admittance, but was refused,
since he 'never was' and therefore
couldn't be a "Has Ben".
As usual, the honor roll, listed
each year by ■ the Tiger, will be
published next week. This honor
roll will list the high honors and
honors made by the outstanding
students in the student body.
Tlie Tiger staff was entertained
at a dinner at the home of President and Mrs. Riggs recently. President Riggs is keenly interested in
the work of the local pressmen and
the dinner is an annual affair,
given in their honor.

THIRTY YEARS AGO

He Boasts Of Charleston
George Goblet, a sophomore from Charleston, has another claim for his fair city.
On occasion Goblet has stated, and with
the backing of some 150 other low-landers
(all good Clemsonites and true), that the
Ashley and the Cooper rivers formed off
Charleston point to create the Atlantic
ocean.
Now the cry is (with Goblet as spokesman) : "If you want to find out something
about America's great men today, you must
look in the Charleston city directory."

Brearley Will Speak Over
Station WSM Tomorrow
There is a notice in this issue of the
Tiger concerned with a talk to be presented by DR. HARRINGTON BREARLEY over Nashville's radio station WSM .tomorrow at
11:15 A. M.
DR. BREARLEY, a large number of Clemson
student's will recall was one of the most
popular all-around figures on the Clemson
campus last year. His courses in psychology
and sociology were sought after by hundreds of students for the information available and for the MAN.
DR. BREARLEY'S talk tomorrow will be well
worth any student's half hour.

Mu Beta Psi Should Push
The "Compensation" Move
There has been some comment on an editorial about financial aid for key band musicians which appeared in these columns
last week.
The Tiger holds to its original stand. It
thinks firmly that the "lead" members of
the band, and the corps' buglers are performing an extra service for the college,
one which deserves and requires compensation if it is to be maintained at a high
level.
The Tiger thinks too, that now a note in
this direction has been sounded, the campus musicians' organization, Mu Beta Psi,..
could well adopt as one of its projects, a
campaign pushing this move.

Never Put Off 'Till Tomorrow
Major Dumas sounded a warning to
Clemson juniors this week:
"It's a bit late to learn how to operate
a machine gun when lead begins to bounce
off your helmet," quoth he.
So you juniors had better study hard
right now!

The Tiger, last week, for the first
time in ages, came out on time.
The Tiger, like so many other college newspapers, believes that if it
makes the reader wait, it will be
read more thoroughly, but last week
the tactics were changed and the
paper came out as scheduled.
The Department of Agriculture
has gone into the picture business.
The department is producing pictures showing the growth of plant
life as it matures from the seed
to the matured plant. These pictures will be used in demonstrating
the growth of plants to the students
in the school of agriculture.

DISC-OVERY
By WALKER
LIMEHOTJSE BLUES—Bluebird
FARE THEE, MY BABY, FARETHEE-WELL—Wingie Manone &
orch.
LIMEHOTJSE—hot solos from beginning to end. A wonderful tenor
solo much in the style of Coleman Hawkins.
FARE
THEE—
Comin' 'Round the M't'n in dixie
style with different vocal.
MY HEART KEEPS CRYING—
Bluebird
TAKE A Tip FROM THE WHIPPOOR-WILL— Charlie .Barnett &
orch.
Barnet, son of wealthy parents,
leads an orchestra for the fun of
it.—and his music shows it.
By
being free from the strain of having to please the fancy of a fickle
public, he makes his music as he
feels it.—which is good in anybody's
language.
His
saxing is
tops.
HEART—a lovely tune written by
Dorothy Lamour, is a good vehicle
for the plantive voice of Judy Ellington.
TIP—fine "little-apple"
tempo,—makes
you want to "Yez
Dance." Another good Judy Ellington vocal.
MELANCHOLY LULLABY—Blue.
bird
LAST NIGHT—Glenn Miller &
orch.
Two sweet tunes destined for
popularity. Their rise should
be
greatly accelarated by Glenn Miller's treatment. Both are admirably suited to Ray Eberle's appealing vocal style, and both contain
many passages which
show
the
fine organ-like tone of the five
saxes.
GOLDEN BANTAM—Victor
SATAN IN SATIN
Both sides typically
Clintonvery regimented section work by
both saxes and brass. BANTAM is
a little fast, but swings nicely. It
is unusual that Clinton, whose
music is anything but corny, should
give one of his own compositions
such a title. Suffice it to say that
the number itself is far, far from
corny. SATAN is Clinton in a
the first side, and the swing is
more free and relaxed, with several good solos

1IAVM

TOWN
TALK TOWN
By GEORGE McMILLAN
The TIGER takes its hat off to
another publication about to come
into its swaddling
clothes on the
Clemson campus,
and to the Phi
boys who are fathering the brain
child.
Phi Psi has taken to heart Professor Goodale's admonition to all
campus
organizations to "show
some excuse for existence or disband." The boys have decided that
it is high time
they made themselves heard, and chose a very
good medium through which to express
themselves. They've done
something about it, too . . .organized a staff and made investigations through
willingly helpful
AGRARIAN staff members, textile
faculty,
and U. S. Governmetal
textile men.
WILL FILL A NEED
The TIGER was delighted to see
Clemson's first technical magazine
take shape in the
form of the
AGRARIAN, and has since
its
birth worked hand in hand with
that publication. The new textile
publication, a magazine to be published periodically, will add much
pretige to
Clemson, as well as to
the local Phi Psi chapter, and will
be helpful to students, faculty, and
all persons in the South interested in textiles. Clemson, as the most
outstanding
textile school in the
country, is the proper place for
the origin of such a magazine, and
the TIGER looks forward with
pleasure to the privilege of working with the new journal.

By MANARD PEARLSTINE
Look a"d Listen, by M. B. Sleeper, $1.50, College library.
•'Look and
Listen",
describes
1939 television practice for service
By HARRIS HOLLIS
men, set builders, and students.
WHAT DO YOU DO ON SUNDAY?
It contains practical matter on
...A. C. Littlejohn (Junior): Go to have to stay here and study.
Television written in understandWinthrop. Can you think of anyable language, and in addition conL. H. Nickels (Sophomore): Go
thing better to do?
tains detailed plans for building a
squirrel hunting.
W. M. Albergotti (Sophomore):
television receiver.
Either sleep or go to church. I
It is well illustrated
with diaBill Qu^ntz (Senior): When
I
need to go to church and I want to am not travelling i read, for Sungrams and photographs, and for
sleep. I usually compromise by do- day is the only time I have to
anyone interested in building a
ing some of both.
catch up on my reading.
television receiver, it is an excellent little book.
M. H. Alman (Sophomore): Read
J. C. Hough (Senior): I go to
NEW BOOK
Allep OOp or sleep—usually go to church, ramble and watch the
One Fight More, by Susan Ertz.
bed with a bunaie of comic papers world go by.
Theodore Darrel of Connecticut, 78
and fall asleep for a long ■ lazy
years old and with a bad heart,
H. H. Fellers (Sophomore): I
sleep.
strives to save the peace of his
keep my old ladles out of misfamily. The story is interesting and
Carter (Freshman): Things are chief. It keeps me plenty busy.
has a good plot. It is a new ficusually' slow on Sunday, and it
tion book.
W. B. Matthews (Junior): It all
gives me the opportunity of "beatAgain the River, fey Stella. It is
depends on Saturday night.
ing out."
the river which challenges Jasper
M. H. Lynn (Junior): It taxes
J. O. Taylor (Junior): I'm comMorton and the things dear
to
ing back to Clemson when I don't my mental capacity to the utmost.
him, but his enemy is part of his
blood, and to leave it is to relinquish courage ana life. So brilliant
is Mrs. Morgan's portrayal of the
life of this simple man that he
clings to the reader's mind as
a symbol as well as a person.—
Rose C. Field
in the New York
Time;., October 15, 1939. It's new
fiction.
Young Doctor Galahad, by Elizabeth Seifert. An exciting narrative
of a young doctor, his career, his
girl and his ideas. It's a, new fiction.
The Dragon's Teeth, by
Ellery
Queen. Ellery Queen has taken unto himself a partner, an ambitious
—osear says—
that T. Bagnal and Ed. Cuttino
that some university blonde has
young man by the name of Bear
were whooping it up at the "Horrun
Rummell. Expertly told and recomnet's Nest", better known as the Rah-Rah Manning on the
TO AND FROM
mended by the New .Yorker. It's
Barn, Saturday night. Both were and planning on changin schools.
—oscar says—
a thrilling. detective story.
trying to get Leo, but Leo wouldthat Sam Harper's week-ends
Conceived in Liberty, by Howard
n't.
would make good copy for the ex—oscar says—
Fast.
that Carlyle Triplett is willing stink Brigadier.
A grim realistic picture of the
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
—oscar says—■
to do almost anything for
an
American army during the winter
from Tom Clemson, concerning
that Oscar or a stooge or someintroduction to "Old Folks." It's
spent at Valley Forge. The story is
ANYTHING within reason, will
a pity Gaston isn't here any more. body's gonna be at that PC shimbe printed weekly. AH Clemtold from the point of view of a
my this week - end
sowhat.
—osear says—
son students and friends are
private, who after incredible hard—oscar says—
that P. J. Burns has also maninvited to contribute. Names
ships, tries to desert, but is caught
that
Reverend
McGinty
can't
aged to get into "Oscar" by conmust be signed to letters before
and goes back to the ranks.
figure out where he got all t he
tinually
wearing
his
Hi-Yo-Silver
they are printed, but they will
A Sea Island Lady, by Frances
deputationers for this week-end's
ensemble book and all.
be withheld on request of the
Griswold.
jaunt to Winthrop, which is no
—oscar says—
contributor.
Contributions
must
Well worth reading for what it
that from all reports "Snoz" longer quarrantined.
be short and to the point (not
tells of a particular part of Ameri—oscar says—
Ellison is planning a gala X'mas
that Billy Wade got some hotover 250 words) and they must
ca. A historical novel of South
with a little lass named Jean.
heads over Winthrop way all het
be in the Tiger office no later
Carolina.
-—oscar says—
than the Sunday morning beAlso The Sea Tower,
by Hugn
that Fuller Davis is in the ranks up over hockey, or something those
fore publication of the followWalpole.
of the has-beens. It seems awfully gals play. Oscar don't; mind, tho,
ing week's
Tiger
Friday
Children of God: an American
foolish for a girl to sack a boy cause Billy can take it—he's a
evening).
Y man.
epic, by Vardis Fisher.
this close to X'mas, tho.
n
—oscar says—
The Nazare e, by Sholem Asch.
—oscar says—
APPRECIATION
that "Our Tom" Stanley, that
that Roy R. Pearce, the man
Non Fiction:
The
family
of
the
late
Edwin
who runs the junior class, does pretty boy who puts things right
Inside Asia, by John Gunter.
Cameron, member of the Sopho- just that with a capital R.
in Mr. Littlejohn's
office, ougta
For the reader who does not
win a cake with this one: "She
—oscar says—
know as much as he wishes about more class at Clemson, have rethat Capt. Sanders' most feared can't cook an egg even if it broke
Asia. Highly readable and filled quested me to extend a personal
word of thanks and deepest grati- competition turned out to be none over a hot stove."
with information.
that the purity box brought forth
You're the Doctor,
by
Victor tude to the people of Clemson who other than his last year's freshman
—oscar says—
showed such kindness to them dura gem in this one; "The loveHeiser.
that "Skeet" Heron has just reIf it is possible to beguile a ing the recent illness and death of ceived his annual "Yuletide" let- bug's gone and bitten Ike Grimlarge public into observing the laws their son and brother. The broth- ter from the fair one at Winthrop. ball."
—oscar says—
of hygiene, this is the book to do ers wish to thank the staff of the This one letter costs him a X'mas
that love-bugs are different from
the trick. M. L. Elting in Forum. Y. M. C. A. for their hospitality. gift annually.
fleas.
and .'.ons express
their
Autobiography with Letters, By Mother
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
sincere
gratitude
for
all
that
was
William Lyon Phelps.
that "Black Dog" McCleod, off
that this is to warn
Tommy
One wonders how one person done for Edwin at the hospital.
Speaking for them, and for my- Catcart and Red Blair that the hand, is what his name implies,
could do so many things and enself, I have never seen doctor and Senior Council deals severely with and Oscar ain't tcared of dogs,
joy them an.
pitchers of such parties.
black or tan.
FURNITUDE Treasury, by Wal- nurses work more earnestly to heal
-oscar says—oscar says—
and
to
save.
The
hospital
and
its
that the
stomach of Richard
that Scatterbrain Sing, the Lanlace Nutting.
fine
staff
clearly
revealed
that
Bryant is allergic to anything der song-bird, oughta make that
Autobiography, by A. A. Milne.
pretty mind up—and it ain't a hard
Wild Country: a highland
na- something finer and greater even now.
than
expert
^
kill
accompanies
the
—oscar says—
job;—any Furman gal would know
turalist's notes and pictures, by F.
services
to
Cadets
of
the
Corps;
a
that Jimmie Lever's bust with that there's more
man in one
F. Darling.
very -real personal interest is shown Billy last; week just goes to show Tiger editor than in all the Taps
in all that is done. Clemson is how important a good chauffeur staff combined, including "Goliath''
blessed, indeed, in the person of can be even when the party is Stubblefield.
Doctor Milford. The morning of heading for the wide open spaces.
—oscar says—
Edwin's death Dr. Sikes, Colonel
—oscar says—
that the fellow who's tryin
to
that its a shame to mention his carry that grudge against J. B.
Poole, the entire staff of the hosTHE
pital, the Rev. Mr. Goode, and name again, but Bill Rhodes' ole Jones on thru his column better
many others called at the Rectory man might not read the dirt col- watch closely, cause he, Oscar,
to extend
their word of sympa- umn after all.
think Jones an all-righter and
—oscar says—
thy.
he, Oscar, has eyes aplenty out for
that Frank Mills, that Acworth
Flowers were sent by the Sophopurity box stuffers.
By BILL WADE
wonder-child, is having the Kol—oscar says—
FREOAY—"BABES IN ARMS"— more class, by the College, the nel's daughter up for the current
that "snoopin slim," whoever he
Mickey Rooney, star of the famous Hospital Staff, and the Episcopal hops; and he, Oscar, has been be, tried to get one in about Banks
Hardy series does his previous per- students. For all these, and for the doing some fancy figuring and ain't and Moffatt and "Little Acker,"
formances one better as a co-star kindness of the six students who found out "why" yet.
and he did.
to Judy Garland in a really first went to Fayetteville, N. C., as pall—oscar says—
—oscar says—
the family is
sincerely
that the purity -boxes just won't
rate musical number. The story bearers,
that the soccer team did some
grateful.
Their
feeling.,
are
best
stay clean of stuff about the Bo- real rearin last week-end.
becomes inevelant in the light of
The
Mister Rooneys and Miss Gar- told in a statement of the mother: Rat Kolb, and he gives notice coach bald-headed at the burlesque
"It
has
been
difficult
to
make
this
herewith and now that henceforth how; half the team went out With
land's performance:. It has to do
with a bunch of kids whose par- as my first visit to Clemson, but he ain't interested in what Kolb the lady in red; and the other half
I
shall
always
reel
that
Clemson
is
does or doesn't.
ents are stranded vaudeville acrocked cradles.
—oscar says—
tors. Mickey and Judy put the the kindest place I have ever been
nuf.f said.
privileged
to
visit."
—that
he's
got
nothing
to
do
with
whole troup back to work with an
—oscar says—
REV.
DONALD
VEALE
Taps,
CDA,
Senior
Council,
The
original novelty skit that brings
—that the Community Players
Tiger,
the
deputation
team,
or
any
down the house. Charles Winningput on a good show, and he, oscar,
other gravy trains, and that even thinks its due largely to the absence
er and Guy Kibbee are the only
LETS
DANCE
tho'
Triplette
and
Cason,
those
Hoot
adults in the performance that
of Charlie Chase and Frog from
Gibson shadows, tried hard to do
make any showing whatsoever.
Dear Tom:
some bribing this week, he, oscar, the cast.
SATURDAY — "SECOND FID—osear says—
We fellows who signed up a few didn't weaken. Here's proof: he,
DLE"— Sonja Henie can't claim weeks ago for the ' free dancing oscar, hasn't said a word about
—that Aubrey Rion and half of
the Academy Award but ..he rates school conducted by
the much the duo's jewelry business and about the football team went hunting out
behind nobody ever filmed when it talked of CDA think it is a lot of them having good Christmas pres- Six Mile way last night and they
comes to ice "skating. "Second Fid- bull. Here it is nearly time for the ents for sale.
all came back happy.
dle" leaves very little time for Christmas Hop and we're still
skating while the
camera gives handicapped? Give 'em hell Oscar
most of its ; attention to Tyrone —remind them we'd like to be able
Power. He does a pretty nice job to shake a leg by 1940 anyway . .
getting Miss Henie into Hollywood
What The Hell
and. incidentally, into his arms.
The home of Professor and Mrs.
Edna May Oliver makes a likeable
times
as
can
be
seen.
Fernand
Albert
M. Musser was completely
old aunt for Sonja and Rudy Valiee
destroyed by fire here early this
come, in for his share of bows, Gravet lend a splendid interprepart of
Johann
such as they are, as a fallen Holly- tation to the
week.
wood idol. Although Tyrone's pub^ Strauss, the great Austrian comThe eight room structure, which
poser. His lyrics set in a background
licity goes a little too far for the
A large audience enjoyed the
temperamental Miss Henie. he uses of the Vieneese woods is something Clemson Community Players' pre- was built in 1896, was originally
a final press agent scheme to win to hear and see that will be re- sentation of "The Cat and The used as a class room, but was
tained in the memory for a long
later made into a dwelling.
her.
time. Melizza
Uorju ,
European Canary", three-act melodrama by
MONDAY—"THE RAINS CAME ' songstress of beauty, vies for top John 'willard, on Tuesday night.
—Louis
Bromfield'.
widely read honors with Louise Rainer. How- This was presented under the direc- Elizabeth Peele as Annabelle West;
book is brought to life with a cast ever, the music is the drawing card tion of Professor R. E. Ware, of the Frank Morgan as Hendricks; and
that deserves all the known tri- for this movie and it can not be ! school of agriculture.
Pat Orens as Patterson.
butes for splendid acting. Myrna blown up too high.
The leading feminine role was
Harold N. Webb,
architecture
Loy and Tyrone Power head the
the
WEDNESDAY — "HOTEL FOR taken by Elizabeth Peele, who play- senior from Anderson, won
notable that include George Brent, WOMEN"—No previews available ed the part of Annabelle West. first prize m the poster contest.
Brenda Joyce, Joseph Schildkraut, for E!sa Maxwell', first attempt to Important masculine roles were
Gilbert
Miller,
in tructor ot
and Nigel Bruce. All the elements crash Hollywood. She has lined up taken by J. C. Stephens, Archie mathematics, will direct the next
of good dialogue, spectacle, rom- such enticing numbers as
Linda McDowell, Gilbert Miller and Mor- production of the group. According
ance and tragedy are poured into Dargan, Ann Southern, and Aman- ris Cox, all of the Clemson college .to Mr. Miller "Ceiling Zero" is
"The Rains Came". By far the best da Duff to shoulder most of the faculty.
under consideration as ■ the winter
of the month.
It will probably be staged
The complete cast of "The Cat play.
acting duties, so it must be fair.
TUESDAY — "THE
GREAT
follows: J. C. sometime in February.
THURSDAY — "THE ADVEN- and the Canary"
"If -Ceiling Zero' is selected,"
WALTZ"—Any that have no ap- TURES OF MARCO POLO"— And Stephens as Roger Crosby; Tirzah
preciation of musi; had better .ave still another return showing of a Mc Alpine as Mammy Pleasant; Miller said, "it will be absolutely
their money if they are planning on successful first run picture. Gary Archie McDowell as Harry Blythe; necessary to cast some members of
seeing this one. But for those who Cooper as the adventurous
Mr. Helen Morrison as Susan Sillsby; the crops, for there are fourteen
And if a
Gurie as the Frances
Wigington
as
Cicely important male parts.
have any musical bent whatsoever Polo and Sigreid
"The Great Waltz" is worth seeing eastern siren that stopped Marco Young; Gilbert Miller as Charles cadet reads the leading role best,
over this time and as many other from exploring any further east. Wilder; Morris Cox as Paul Jones; he gets it."
1
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[One New Opponent Slated For Strong Tiger Ringmen This Season
i ■

Boxers Gunning
For Loop Crown
With Veterans

Intramural Sports Program
Underway With Heavy Calendar

Two Home Fights
With Conference
Foes Scheduled
By GUS WHAM
j The news came to these quarters by newspaper, radio
ankj the grapevine that the high-flying, twice defeated Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech had been selected to play
"so\mebody" in the Orange Bowl Classic, New Years Day.
This department feels t'was right that they be the lucky
ones, for the simple and apparent reason that the Bowl
gaijne is a moneyed proposition. The game that the Rambling Wrecks had scheduled with California December 30
woiuld have kept many a Mr. Football Fan from reaching
down in his jeans to pay the price of seeing the fracas,
rain, shine, sleet or snow. But leave out the snow—its as
scarce in Florida as teams like the Tigers are in the footbaJl realm.
So, when the officials of the Orange Bowl sat their
carcasses down to pick teams to play, the old greenback
stood out like a sore thumb on Paderewski's hand. With
no sour grapes on our part and due credit to all, we'll have
to admit that the boys down Georgia's way must have
something on the ball to win seven games of their tough
schedule and drop the laurels only to Duke and Notre
Dame.
BANKS McFADDEN
But so much for that. It's being circulated around
that the All-American, All-Southern, All State, and what
have you, Banks McFadden is as modest in all his publicity, as the school boys out west who after placing the
football crown on the bell of the town fled without kissing her. But we all know that Bonne Banks is just a
typical Clemson cadet and the greates all-round college
athlete in the country.
A GREAT BACK
Since the curtain has been drawn on the '39 football
season and the blaring bands and the frantic cries of "hold
that line" are but memories, this department feels duty
bound to laud praises on the sensaitonal performances of
Shad Bryant, diminutive speed-demon of the once- defeated Tigers. Shad, whose brilliant playing has been overshadowed by none on the gridiron but by many the morning after, is largely responsible for the Tigers' success.
Especially in the Furman game did this Clemson speedster
display All-American style in his skillful, breath-taking
tactics of eluding the Hurricane's tacklers. Shad's the type
of player that the average pigskin fan doesn't mind paying his last buffalo t osee in action. So let's give three
cheers for Clemson's great unsung hero.
Not many weeks from now we'll be journeying over
to the field house to see the basketeers and boxers show
their wares. So button up your coats and let's start the season off with a bang.
WE MAY REPEAT
With essentially the same team that copped the Southern Conference crown last year, the Tigers will be a
definite threat to other teams in the loop. The opening
whistle will see Banks McFadden, Stanley Lancaster,
Henry Buchanan, Barney Coyle, Bob Moorman, and
Thurston Bagnal, all stalwart members of last year's squad
ready to go. It's just a rumor but all indications are that
the Tigers are hot this season and they're going to be
after keeping the cup in the vicinity of Tiger Town. But
Shakespeare once said, "Uneasy lies the head that wears
the crown" and the other quintets in the conference wil)
be gunning for the Bengals. Let's hope the Tiger keeps
the price of silver sky-high.

When planning your way home for
Christmas Holidays Call on Your Local
BUS AGENT for Schedules and Rates
Clemson to Greenwood
Clemson to Augusta, Ga.
Clemson to Lancaster
Clemson to Newberry
Clemson to Columbia
Clemson to Charleston

95c
..$1.80
$2.20
$1.45
$1.95
$3.30

CAROLINA MOTOR BUS LINES

V. P. I. is the only new
team scheduled by Coach Bob
Jones' boxers for the '40 boxing season. The Virginians
will be one of the two Clemson home fights, the bouts
taking place on the night of
the 27th of January.
The Tigers open trie season with
the University of Florida at Gainesville on the 14th. p. C. is next,
the next week-end.
After V. P. I. come the important Carolina fights at Columbia.
The Citadel will be entertained on
the 12th of February.
CONFERENCE FIGHTS
The Southern Conference tournament will be held on the 23rd
and 24th of February at Maryland.
The University of Maryland now
holds the conference title, unseating the Tigers from their throne
last winter in Columbia.
The team is rapidly rounding
into shape for the coming season.
Aubrey Rion is in training completing the quorum of letter men.
Losing only Bill Cason by graduation, prospects for the coming
season are good. Ross, Dreisbach,
Wilson, Berry, Brady and Rion are
formidable foes for any collegiate
fighter.
Warren Wilson will fight a
bracket higher than he did during
the '39 season. Weighing 205 stripped, he will take care of the heavyweight division.
The other fighters will scrap in
the same weight divisions.

STATESMEN SMILE—Governor Burnet R. Maybank (left to right), Mrs. Jimmie Byrnes, Senator
Byrnes, and Mrs. Maybank express mixed emotions
of pride as the Tiger gridiron machine bowled

ACP Explains
Footballers Be Tumblers Ready
New Basketball Awarded Letters For Tumbling
Court Rules
Sessions Here
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
When college court
teams
begin the 1939-40 season they
will play under revised basketball rules that are intended to
reduce fouling and minimize
the disadvantages many claimed existed under last year's
regulations.
Here is the complete list of
rule revisions announced for
this year's rule book:
1. The end line of the court
shall be four feet from the face
of the backboard (this had been
optional last season). The exception to this rule is for courts
where the physical limitations
of the floor do not permit such
an extension but a two-foot
court is 94 feet in length from
minimum is required. The ideal
outside line to outside line witn
86 feet from the face of -one
backboard to the face of the
other.
2. A slight change has been
made in the specifications of
the ball relative to its resilency.
3. (a). After a free throw
from a technical foul the ball is
to be awarded to the team
which was awarded the free
throw, the ball to be put in
bounds at midcourt.
S. (b). When a personal foul
is called the offended team has
the
option of trying a free
throw or of putting the ball in
play from out-of-bounds. If
two free throws are awarded
this rule applies to the last
free throw. It does not apply
in the case of a double foul.
4. For college teams, ten-minut* quarters instead of twentyminute halves is optional.
5. If a player in the act of
throwing for goal is fouled
from behind or roughly handled
from any direction, two free
throws shall be awarded whether the field goal is made *or
not.
6. Any player on the team
can call time out Instead of
just the captain of the team as
in the past.

Record Number
Out For Rifle
Team Tryouts
Rifle team tryouts are being held
at the rifle rang this week, Captain J. H. Sims, coach, announced.
Sixty new men have begun try out;
twenyt more are expected to join
the group. The range is open every
afternoon from four to six, and
preliminary instruction in the
manual of rifle firing, and theoretical shooting tests are proving
satisfactory, and some men show
much promise.
This work is being supervised by
Manager J. S. Mace, Coach J. C.
Crumbley, and Captain C. E. Spires,
all members of the varsity squad.
"The varsity has been shooting
for about two weeks, and all men
are getting their
shooting eyes
back," Captain Sims said. Some of
the last year's men have not been
able to come out as yet, but they
are expected to report soon.
Captain announced that the first
rifle match will be some time before Christmas holidays. "We have
som fine new blood out this year,"
Captain Sims said. "And some of
these men will take part in the
first match.

Local Soccerers
Win From UNC On
Winthrop Field
The Clemson Soccer team avenged their early-season Davidson defeat by walloping the North Carolinians l-o in a game played at
Winthrop Monday. Encouraged by
the sister-school
audience the
Clemsonites played hard and well
to lick the tough Davidson outfit.
In a second game, the
Duke
Blue Devils downed the Bengals 3

Almost three and one-half million men, women, and children
have died of tuberculosis In the
United States during the last thirty years. At least two rnillion more
would have died during that time
if the mortality rate of thirty years
ago had continued to prevail.

Fifteen Tiger footballers will be
awarded their block "C" letters for
outstanding work as Southern
Conference Champions. These fellows have gained statewide recognition for their superiority.
The list of new lettermen is as
follows:
ENDS:
JOE BLALOCK
HAROLD PASLEY
JIM BLESSING
TACKLES:
GEORGE FRITZ
ED McLENDON
RAY HAMER
GUARDS:
FRANK DEITZ
WADE PADGETT
CENTER:
HUGH JAMESON
BACKS:
CHARLIE TIMMONS
GEORGE FLOYD
NORWOOD McELVEEN
ROY PEARCE
MANAGERS:
S. V. SOTTILE
J. V. PHILLIPS

Today tuberculosis is responsible
for the death of one individual
every eight minutes. Thirty years
ago deaths occurred at the rate of
one every three and one-half minutes.

A number of boys are ready to
begin tumbling practice, Clemson's
newest intra-mural sport, next week
Coach Snyderman has announced.
A flashy team is expected since
a great deal of Interest and enthusiasm has been shown, Snyderman said.
Due to the lack of proper equipment, the progress and expansion
of the team has been greatly retarded. The present
equipment
consists of a limited number of
both mats and parallel bars.
Through the assistance of Coach
Jess Neely and Fred Kirchner,
Synderman has high hopes of securing a sufficient number of rings,
parallel bars, and horizontal bars.
The team last year met with remarkable success: Jack Richards,
B. B. Sams, J. L. Almeida, Howard
Zerbst, and of course Fred Snyderman were outstanding. Coach Snyderman has won many honors in
the sport, Public High Intercholastic and Eastern A. A. U. championship on horizontal bar and all
other apparatus.
With a little help Snyderman
hopes to put on regular exhibitions
on various occasions and later enter in collegiate competition.
2

OTHER SPORTS:
Archery,
an up and coming
sport, is this year being featured
by the "Y". A range has been set
up in front of the field house and
target faces and equipment may be
secured at the Intramural office.
All students that are interested In
archery,
handball, or badminton
get in touch with Company athletic director or Freddie Kirchner,
the head of Intramural Sports.

BASKETBALL

On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

Basketball, one of the fastest and
most interesting of all intramural
sports, is beginning this week with
practice games between companies.
Twenty-two teams are entered in
this year's Company League Tournament which will be completed
after Christmas. These games will
be played on the courts at the
field house and at the "Y".

FOR SALE:
Virginia Tidewater Fruit Cake

127 E. Whltner St.

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Anderson, S. C.

MRS. T. D. WATKINS
Phone 384
Seneca, S. C.

ROYAL CROWN
COLA

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.
Anderson, S. C
"Buck Barton"

Richard Ruble Refrigeration Co.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
Anderson, S. C.

Phone No. 97

FOR $25:
ALFRED T. SMITH Says ...

3-Button Drapes

"You'll find wealth of
style and snap in our
collection of suits for fall
—Drop in and look them
over."

GREENVILLE

ALFRED T. SMITH

Rough Tweeds
Cheviots

•In the Busy
.200 Block

Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . « •

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

eca\

The Clemson College Laundry

THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES

WIILLIAM C. ROWLAND GO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms.

That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

POTTERY—GLASSWARE
We have new shipments of Pottery,
-Glass and Dinner Ware.
Most of it new shapes and colors.
It's Reasonable in Price.
We wrap in Gift Packages
We Pack For Shipping

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
SENECA. S. C.

to 0. Boasting
an
experienced,
skillful team,
Duke
outplayed
Clemson throughout to gain &
well-earned victory.

PRINTING
Phone 160

over Navy to score the first two points in the
Navy-Clemson game played early in the season.
Naval Academy students, shown to the left of
Governor Maybank seem to be worried. We won—

By M. R. HUNTER
Thursday night, at 7:00 o'clock,
the freshmen swimming team from
Co. G-l or Co. H-2 will splash its
way to victory and the college intramural champion; hip. These two
teams swam against all other ocmpanies, downing each one in turn,
and now one of the two teams
must win.
The freshmen have
shown excellent form, and some
fine swimmers have been discovered.
There will be ceven events in
this meet: the 40 yd. free style; 40
yd. breast
stroke;
20 yd. back
stroke; 80 yd. free style relay; 60
yd. medley relay; and the always
popular fancy diving.

Fine Line College Jewelry
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

ECKERD'S
OF GREENVILLE
Any size roll of films developed and printed .
3c extra for mail orders
213 N. MAIN ST.

25c

SHEAFFER & PARKER COMBINATION DESK SETS
PIPES-TOBACCO POUCHES LEATHER BILL FOLDS

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

PINE TREE BOOK AND GIFT SHOP
231 N. Main St.

COMPLETE LINE CHRISTMAS CARDS

Greenville

Whitman's • Norris - Hollingsworth Candies
YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT
SEE HOPE CRANFORD
ROOM 7B05 or TAPS ROOM
Avoid Last Minute Rush by Ordering
NOW!

SULLIVATVT
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^
Anderson, South Carolina

JL G Martin
Drug Company, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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14 Honor ROTC Men Recommended For Active Military Servic0
!

Several Might
Be Chosen For
Active Service

Soph Architects
Design Bus Stop
For Bowman Field

Colonel Herbert M. Pool,
commandant, announced to, day that 14 honor military
students have been selected
by his staff and IDr. E. W.
Sikes, president, to be recommended for second lieutenants
in the active military service
of the United States army.
To be taken in under the
April 3, 1939, amendment to
the National Defense act, Cololenl Pool said that he had
not been notified how many
Clemson men will" be taken
into the permanent service.
"If the expansion of the army
continues," he said, "we expect at least several of the
men to be selected."
The men who will be recommended to the fourth corps headquarters
are: John L. Almeida, Bill I. Bofle
ton, Alex D. Graham, Sam C. Hunt,
Karl W. Kolb, Crawford B. Lawton,
John R. Liles, Charles E. Littlejohn, William M. McGinty, Harry
McKeown, George M. McMillan,
Robert W. Moorman, Paul H. Nelson, and J. Manly Stallworth.
Representing the upper 5 per cent
of the R.O.T.C. students, all of the
men, Colonel Pool said, were chosen
on the basis of leadership, character, aptitude for military service,
and scholastic excellence. "We
have several men," Colonel Pool
pointed out, "who we think would
make good officers, but their scholastic grades did not measure up
to requirements."
The men who are recommended
will send their applications to the
fourth corps headquarters before
January 1. The corps commander
will check the applications, and
sometime during the second semester a Army examining board will
be here to check the records and
interview the applicants.
Substitutes will be selected for
the honor men who do not want

The tophomore architects recently completed
designs for a
bus station which could be built
here. The designs, which were assigned to the entire class, brought
out some excellent suggestions. A
great majority of the class desired
that the building be constructed of
red brick.
to coinside
with the
other buildings, and be placed ~'n
front of the "Y" and between tne
squads left tree and the road.
The plans for the building include specification, for a concessions counter, rest rooms and a
large waiting room. The building
could be used, if desired, for
a
community center for local socials
and gatherings.

Geer Speaks To
Fellowship Men
At Regular Meet
Dr. B. E. Geer, ex-president of
Purman University and prominent
Greenville textile man, spoke to
the Fellowship Club of Clemson
Tuesday night. Dr. Greer is also a
trustee of Clemson.
The local civic
club is headed
this year by Dr. Hugh M. Brown,
of the physics department.
to submit an application.
All of the applicants who are
selected will be taken into the army
as second lieutenants some time
after school is out next summer.
Jack Baskin, brigade commander
last year is the only Clemson man
to be selected under the act. "Baskin
was in the first group to be accepted under the act, "Colonel Pool
said, "and it is expected thai the
Clemson quota
will be increase
this year."
The annual death toll from tuberculosis in the United States
would be 250,000 if the death rate
of the early 1900's still prevailed.
Under present mortality conditions,
the annual death toll is about 64,000.

FOR PRACTICAL GIFTS
-VISIT-

URNITURE COMPAN
309 South Main

Anderson, S. C.

Phone 70

Brotherhood Man
Lists New Order

Aero Classes
Make Headway,
Take To Air
By J. L. MARTIN
Members of the Aviation class
have completed approximately half
of their required theoretical work
and expect to begin actual flight
training the first week of January,
it was announced
this week by
Professor Ben Jordan,
instructor
of the class.
"Since there are only two week:
left before the Christmas Holidays," said Jordan, "No flight instruction will be started before
January 2."
Flight schedules have been arranged to provide each student
one and one half hour, of instruction a week in three half hour
lessons. Students will report to the
Anderson airport in groups of eight
for two hour periods of instruction
during which each student will actually fly for one half hour. Two
instruction periods
per day are
scheduled Monday through Friday,
from 2 to 4 p. m. and from 4 to 6
p. m.
On Saturday, in addition to the
afternoon periods, two periods will
be held in the morning, from 8 to
10 and from 10 to 12 a. m. Students scheduled for the '8 to 10
period will be excused from inspection. Due to the irregularity of
the students regular class schedules, it will be necessary that one
period of instruction be held Sunday evening from 4 to 6 p. m.
While ground study classes are expected to be finished by the end of
the first semester, the flight training will not be
concluded until
about June 1.
Enrolled under the capable leadership of Dr. J. H. Sams, Dr. F.
H. H. Calhoun, and Professor Ben
Jordan, the following boys comprise the largest aero class in the
state:
T. D. Arant, R. E. Agnew, J. F.
Ashford, W. H. Bolt, R. C. Boswell, J. B. Barlow, W. 1J. Roylston,
W. D. Brockman, H. G.' Brady,
H. M. Correll, C. D. Cunningham,
W. M. Darby, F. P. Embree, R. S.
Farmer, H. E. Ferguson,
W. J.
Foster, B. B. Hair, C. L. Herrington, H. P. Hall, E. A. Hayden, H.
E. Jones, R. W. Kirkland, J.
R.
London, E. P. Manville, G. M. McMillan, R. K. McLeod, J. L. Martin, C. G. Planck, C. B. Poole, J.
A. Shirley, F. M. Strauss, T. S.
Stricklin,
R. A. Scott,
G. G.
Thomas, R. H. Taylor, C. A. Turner, R. W. Thornburg, W. O. Van
Wyck, R. R. Wily, M. E. Walker,
C. F. Reid, and J. S. Zeigler.
From Dr. Sams
"These boys
are learning the basic principles of
Aerodynamics—the why and how
of aeroplane design. From Dr. Calhoun, they are learning the principles of motorology, studying and
analyzing different weather conditions, which are vital factors in the
making of flight plans. Under the
guidance of Professor Ben Jordan,
they are mastering the Civil air
regulations
The traffic rules of
the airlanes.
These courses are
very technical, requiring a good
working knowledge of both the
slide rule and mechanics, and demanding that considerable time be
spent in study. This study will be
well worth the effort, however, for
upon completion of the course in
June, each student will have a total of at least 35 hours of , solo
flight time, and will be elegible for
a private pilots license.
Three-fifths of all the deaths
from tuberculosis occur before the
age of 45.

Anderson

Printing

SPECIAL EDITOR—Professor
Paul Lucas, of the English department, who last summer
worked as editorial specialist
on the anniversary issue of the
Charlotte Observer which came'
off the press last week.

Second Dance
Planned This
Week By Church
The students of the Episcopal
Church enjoyed an informal dancing party at the Parish House last
Saturday night. Many young ladies
from the Campus were the dancing
partners for the evening. Light refreshments were served during the
course of the party. Mr. and Mrs.
Veale were the ho..ts.
By popular request the party
will be repeated this next Saturday, December 9th. Dancing will
begin at 8:00 o'clock, and end at
11:00.
All
Episcopal -men are
cordially invited, and friends of
Episcopal men may join in
the
evening, attending as guest of individual Episcopal men.—(D. E. U.)
When University of Illinois and
Ohio State University players meet
on the gridiron, they battle for
possession of a wooden turtle trophy.

By J. C. CRUMLEY
Have you been to your "Post"
exchange? In case you haven't
there is one on each company.
Once a week a class is held on each
company so that those who are
interested can get together and discuss the latest dope on the social
graces.
The Correct Way to Introduce
Your Date.
When to Rise.
What to Say When Introduced.
The Correct Manning of "Cutting-In" at a Dance
When to Use Which Pork.
Helpful Hints on Courting.
These are a few of the many
pertinent topics that are being discussed at the, etiquette olasses.
If you have any questions
take
them along and you are fairly
certain to get "in the know".
Each
group has a
competent
man in charge and the classes that
have been held thus far have been
well attended and have proved extremely interesting and enlightening.
The topic for next week is Balls
and Dance;, so get in the swing
and check over your technique. The
juniors will be concerned mainly
with the manner of procedure, because at the Ring Dance "technique" will be strictly up to the individual.
5

Local Professor
Talks To Teachers
Dr. B. O. Williams, professor ot
rural sociology,
today made the
principal address at the Edgefield
County Teacher^ Association. He
spoke on "Education in Relation
to the
problems of vSouth Carolina."

(

Student Plans
State Grounds
Landscaping

Large Y Team
Heads Winthrop
Program Sunday
The Clemson Y. M. C. A. Deputation Team will leave the campus
Sunday morning on a trip to Winthrop where they will meet with
the Winthrop Y. W. C. A. Cabinet and present the Vesper program in the Winthrop chapel Sunday evening.
- W. M>
McGinty,
Deputation
Chairman announced today that
twelve boys would make the trip.
Their program will consist of two
speeches and several musical number;; The tentative schedule includes talks by Jimmie Lever and
Bill Wade, . Vocal solos by Bill
McGinty, and .a violin solo by
Hoby Holtzendorff.
Others planning to attend the
services ure: Bill Awtrey, Dewitt
Ross, Raymond
Sellers, Milton
Scarboro,
Fred
Gray, Crawford
Lawton, George McClure and Don
Wentzel.

CANNON'S SHOE STORE
Anderson
It pays to keep your uniform and cits cleaned and
pressed . . . See

BODIFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
Free shine when you stop for it.

GUARANTEED
WATCH REPAIRS
CRYSTALS FITTED WHILE
YOU WAIT.
FEINSTEIN'S WATCH
SHOP

Senior and Junior R. O. T. C. Men
Your Credit Good At

HCKt SLOAN'S
for Men's Wear and Christmas Presents
Don't be bashful—I have the goods for
Dad, Sis, and Her . . .See Them I

Pepsi-Cola 7" Up Bottling Works
218 W. Benson Street

IDEAL GIFTS

Anderson, S. C.

BEAUTIFUI

-USEFUI

-LASTING

OCONEE INN
ROOMS
MEALS
50c
Try our Special Dinners—Price
PREPARED FOR BANQUETS
R. S. McCOWAN, Manager
SENECA, S. C.

NICK'S

"A Complete- Printing Service"

formerly head of the social
science department at Clewsbn
and now connected with Pe&body college, will speak ov£r
station WSM, Nashville, Tenji,
at 11:15 a. m. Friday, December 8th.
Dr. Brearley's talk will foe
concerned
with
sociological
problems and the schools, lit
will be of special interest *o
parents and students.

When You Go To Anderson For Christmas Shopping Put
Cannon's Excellent Shoes and Hosiery On Your List.

THE TIGER
SERVICE
STATION
Let us Marfak your car
Lasts twice as long as an
ordinary grease job
CARVER & CAMPBELL

GIFTS

SOLID
BRASS
Electric Floor and^
Table Lamps

W. Benson St. EST.—1920
Anderson, South Carolina

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

FIRE PLACE
FIXTURES

$2.50 to
Complete Stock
Reasonable Prices
$15.00
BALLENGER HARDWARE CO.

Take home a gift to HER and Mother
and Dad

Electric City Printing Co.

(Poloished and
Hammered)

ALADDIN

GIFTS

Phone 306

Seneca

THE ALL-AMERICAN CHOICE
FOR

Company

Commercial Printing:
425 N. Main St.
Anderson, South Carolina

AND

BETTER TASTE
We Handle With
Care Everything
You Wear

IS CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

When you ask for Chesterfields you're
buying something no other cigarette can give
you at any price ... the RIGHT COMBINATION of
the world's best cigarette tobaccos. All over
America millions of smokers find that Chesterfields give them a cooler, better-tasting and
definitely milder smoke.

Modern Methods
Prompt Service

You'd be surprised how telephone
engineers put them to work for you
How to put more and more wires into a telephone cable
without increasing its diameter is an ever present problem
at Western Electric—manufacturing unit of the Bell
System. Existing ducts beneath city streets limit both the
number and the diameter of cables—but demand for telephone service continues to grow.
Until recently, the largest cable contained 3636 wires
in a diameter of 2% inches. Years of study led to an entirely new insulating process that saved 3/1000 of an inch
per wire. Multiply this tiny fraction of an inch by 3636,
and you provide enough space to place 606 more wires
in the same size cable! — a total of 4242.
With such resourcefulness, Bell System engineers meet
countless problems. Result: you can talk to almost anyone, anywhere—quickly, at low cost.

A telephone call home would be appreciated. Rates to most points are lowest
any time after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday.

Competent Workers

HUBBARD'S
Dry Cleaners
Phone 439

Seneca, S. <

C7~

PHOTO BY
HUFFORD
ATTENTION
JUNIORS!
You've seen photos by
Hufford in THE TIGER.
Have Hufford Photo you
when you are getting your
RING.
HIS PRICES WILL MEET
YOUR APPROVAL
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Dr. C. Harrington Brearley,

Plans for the landscaping of the
grounds of the new State Office
building are being drawn up by
William L. Home, senior architecture student. Home is under the
supervision of Professor C. C. Newman, of the Clemson Horticulture
department.
"We have only completed plans
for the rear grounds," Newman said,
"but we should complete the landscaping of the large front section
within two weeks."

SHOE SHINING—HAT
BLOCKING—SUIT REPAIRS

121 N. MAIN ST.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Brearley Speaks
Over Nashville
Station Friday
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